




Abstract: Marguerite Duras wrote the scenario for “Hiroshima Mon Amour”, a film 
produced by Director Alain Resnais in 1959.  As the title portrays, this film takes place 
in Hiroshima, and the story is about a heroine, a French actress who meets and falls in 
love with a Japanese architect for a very brief time.  This film did not see success in 
either France or Japan.  Within the literary studies of Duras’ work, the evaluation of 
this film in Japan has not been analyzed up to now.  We have examined critiques and 
comments just after the public opening of the film. 
Most of the negative critiques revolve around Hiroshima being described as any city 
such as Nevers, where the heroine grew up and fell in love with a German soldier 
during the war.  Duras’ intention was not to attenuate the importance of Hiroshima; 
rather, she wanted to depict the tragedy of Hiroshima through an individual and 
personal experience and make it universally known.  Through this film, we learn 
about the importance of survival from past events, and notably events like Hiroshima 
that should never be forgotten.  For Duras, the most important factor was to accept 
our inability to keep our past within our memory. 
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